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ABSTRACT

An increasing number of processes are being moved from the host computer to a versatile,
smaller front end preprocessor. This paper discusses the reasons for preprocessing and
presents a general purpose preprocessor. Use of the preprocessor in mapping MIL 1553
Multiplex Bus data is described as well as the more routine tasks of data merging and
identification, compression, engineering units conversion, array forming, and data sorting.

BACKGROUND

Telemetry computer systems are continually in a state of change and today’s system is no
exception. There appears to be an evolution from the large number cruncher with computer
front ends to a super minicomputer with specialized preprocessor hardware units.

A survey of industry leaders by Electronic Design (1) reveals the same concept in a
broader scope:

• Hewlett Packard’s John Young, President and Chief Executive Officer, “...remove
architecture limitations by building higher level functions into hardware and
firmware....”

• Siemens’ Dr. Karl Beckurts, Senior Vice President, “...there will be more
microprogramming and more soft machines - dedicated machines that contain less
software.”

• IBM’s Ralph Gomory, Vice President and Director of Research, “...we’re going to see
congregations of CPUs working together in the future... progress in restructuring large
software systems so that they can be split, ....”



• NV Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken’s, Dr. A. Pannenborg, Vice President for Research
and Development, “...in the direction of parallel handling of data, which just increases
calculation capacity.”

This trend in reduction of host CPU hardware and software by higher level functions in
dedicated devices is known as preprocessing.

ADVANTAGES

Preprocessing offers many advantages to the telemetry system designer and user:

• Reduce burden on host. By reducing the number of measurands, the data points per
measurand, and the calculations per point, the host has more time available for other
special functions such as display and analysis.

• Reduced cost - hardware and software. With a reduced burden, less capacity is
required in the host; or, with the same capacity, more data streams can be supported by
a single host.

• Improve system development schedule. The schedule for a system employing a
preprocessor can be improved since less effort is required to develop the system
software.

• Provide adaptability for new requirements. Since a minimum amount of software is
required with a preprocessor, new requirements can be easily implemented in a
hardware preprocessor. Thus, the system is more adaptable to changing requirements.

• Real-time output of processed results. Since data is processed in real time, results in
engineering terms can be evaluated while the mission is still in progress.

There are several types of preprocessors currently available:

• Mini computer. Mini computers way be used as telemetry front end preprocessors to
the larger host computers. They provide excellent general purpose capabilities but do
not have the performance offered by special hardware which is required for telemetry
system problems. Computers are generally unsuited for demultiplexing tasks due to the
extra memory I/O traffic, thus degrading other processing functions.

• Array processor. An array processor performs repetitive calculations on one measurand
at extremely high rates; however, it is designed to process arrays rather than 



multiplexed data. Therefore, when multiplex data is processed, the array processor, as
does the computer, loses some of its efficiency.

• Pass/reject selector (EMR 712). One type of special purpose hardware preprocessor is
a device which reduces the amount of data and provides a parameter identification tag
to the computer. This device provides several of the basic functions of a telemetry
preprocessor with multiple input ports, multiple output ports, and a parameter ID tag.

• Data Compressor (EMR 714). A data compressor provides pass/reject capability and
can further reduce data to the host computer by deleting redundant data points. It can
also provide some minimum calculations such as averaging data values over a selected
number of points. The EMR 714 merges data from multiple asynchronous data streams
and routes it to multiple output ports.

• Multiplex Processor (EMR 715). The multiplex processor combines all of the features
of the data compressor with most of the arithmetic capabilities of the array processor.

TYPICAL TELEMETRY SYSTEM

A typical telemetry system employing both a multiplex processor and an array processor is
shown in Figure 1. This advanced medium scale real time system (RDAPS) was provided
to the US Army at Edwards Air Force Base by EMR Telemetry and was reported in a
paper presented by Tucker and Kelly at the 1980 ITC Conference (2). This system was
developed as a flight test engineering tool with the flight test engineer in control of the data
analysis process. It provides continuous displays in engineering units for monitoring and
directing flight profiles and safety of flight limits. In addition, it is anticipated that the
plotted performance of all desired parameters will be available to the engineer within one
hour after the flight time. This new system contrasts with the previous system which
required a formatting to digital tape and the reduction of data by the large number
cruncher. Final plots were available in approximately two weeks.

If the RDAPS system had been implemented without the EMR Multiplex Processor,
multiple computers would have been a necessity. Two seemingly trivial and innocuous
requirements, limit check and standard deviation, would alone have required the quantum
jump to a multiple computer system. The resulting problems of interconnecting several
computers in a high data rate environment would severely limit the system adaptability and
expansion, and adversely impact cost, schedule, maintenance, and risk.



A GENERAL PURPOSE PREPROCESSOR

The EMR Model 715 Multiplex Processor performs the following functions:

• Data merging - up to six independent asynchronous bit parallel data streams may be
merged. The streams may be a mixture of PCM, FM, PAM, or any other parallel data
source.

• Time correlation - time from a time code generator/translator is merged with data as a
seventh input. Time is processed in the same sequence relative to data thus maintaining
time correlation throughout. Time correlation is maintained to the accuracy of the time
code generator, normally 100 microseconds for IRIG B formats.

• Number conversion - input data are accepted in various types of number formats,i.e.,
BCD, 2’s complement, binary, discrete, or sign magnitude. Data may be converted to
2’s complement with no timing overhead.

• Data compression - data may be selected for processing and/or output to the host
computer utilizing data compression algorithms. The algorithms implemented are
defined by the microcode. Compression my occur before or after conversion to
engineering units in integer or floating point formats.

• Engineering units conversion - data are converted from the integer format to a 32 bit
DEC floating point format. The floating point value my then be converted into an
engineering units number with an nth order polonomial or table look-up process.

• Dynamic control by host - through its varied control interfaces, the host may change
any algorithm or any argument within any algorithm while the unit is processing data.
This interface interleaving feature allows the host to update algorithms as the mission
situation changes.

• Flag control processing - all processing is controllable by host initiated flags.

• Array building - measurands may be demultiplexed into arrays of contiguous data
values. Arrays are double buffered to insure no data is lost between arrays.

• Output sorting - data may be directed into any of three output ports by predetermined
algorithms.

• Concatenated words - partial words may be assembled and processed as if they were
one composite word.



• Background programming - an independent program may be initiated by the host and
run simultaneously with the basic program. This background programming permits the
CPU to utilize all of the capabilities of the Multiplex Processor independent of the
basic program.

• Self test simulator - A programmable simulator is provided and utilized by the host for
diagnostic testing.

• Real time processing data may be processed continuously at rates up to 550
kilochannels per second. Some indicative benchmark timings are shown in Table I.

TABLE I MAXIMUM REAL TIME RATES
EMR MODEL 715

PROCESS RATES (TIMING)

1. Input burst data rates, multiple streams 2 megachannels/second

2. Main memory write 10 megabytes/second

3. Main memory read 7 megabytes/second

4. Move register to register 25 megabytes/second

5. Integer add/subtract with memory write 10 megabytes/second

6. Floating point add/subt/mult with memory
write/read

6.25 megabytes/second

7. 5th order polynomial conversion 7.12 microseconds/second

8. Throughput data. Alternate word selection,
number conversion, integer or floating output
with unique tag.

550 K channels/second

9. Throughput data. Same as 8 above but
outputting all words.

398 K channels/second

10. Throughput data. Same as above but with
first order polynomial conversion

400 K channels/second

11. Limit check integer data compression,
number conversion, integer or floating output
with unique tag.

312 K channels/seconds



12. Array building. Real time, continuous data,
integer or floating point, 256 or greater array
length, double buffered.

154 K channels/seconds

Status monitoring - status of front end frame and subframe synchronizers is continuously
monitored. When a status change occurs on any input, and discontinuous data is indicated,
certain data processing functions, e.g. arrays, time calculations, average values, etc. are
initialized.

The front panel of the Multiplex Processor is illustrated in Figure 3.

BLOCK DIAGRAM

The block diagram (Figure 2) for the Multiplex Processor shows three separate sections:
an input section, a memory/processor section, and an output section.

Input

The input section consists of a data and time multiplexer and an input FIFO. The input
FIFO (1K X 20) accepts data at a high rate from the input sources and outputs to the
processor as data is required. The input FIFO also serves as a stored program simulator for
diagnostic routines.

Memory/Processor

The memory/processor section consists of a high speed arithmetic processor performing
calculations in both 32 bit DEC floating point and in 16 bit 2's complement or discrete.
Four memories serve the processor section.

• The constant memory provides 64 fixed values for use in routine processing.

• The scratch pad memory consists of a set of 32 high speed 32-bit registers which are
used for temporary storage of arguments and intermediate values.

• The control memory (8 kilobytes) contains the microcode control store. The microcode,
which defines the functions of all algorithms, is down-loadable from the host and may
also be verified by the host.

• The main memory, 256 kilobytes (expandable to one megabyte), performs storage for
four major functions:



1. Mapping of telemetry word and frame numbers into measurand Ids.

2. Algorithms for each measurand.

3. Arguments and constants for each algorithm.

4. Arrays for the array processor are assembled in the main memory and output to the
array processor or to the host upon demand.

Output

The output FIFO section smooths data flow to the host from the preprocessor. Three ports
are provided to the host.

The first output port consists of a data/tag transfer to the host. Each data point is
accompanied by a measurand ID. Data and ID are typically transferred to a mass storage
device, such as a disk, for assembling a time history file of the data being input to the
processor.

The second port consists of the interface to the array processor (or to a host). Arrays
(buffers) and a measurand ID are output upon demand. Assignable priorities allow higher
rate measurands to be serviced first. The array processor then calculates Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFT) and Power Spectral Density for each measurand.

Instead of array outputs, the second port may consist of data/tag outputs similar to the first
port.

Each data value on the third port is accompanied by an address. This address to the host
memory enables the preprocessor to place data or calculated values in specific locations in
the host. The table of values in the host is known as a Current Value Table (CVT). There
are a number of benefits realized by providing an address to the host:

• No host intervention required to place data in preassigned location.

• Every location contains the most current value.

• Other calculated values (e.g., cumulative sums, scaled data) or associated parameters
(e.g., DAC address) may be placed in memory along with data.

• Reduces data rate to host since no tag is required with each data point.



• Eliminates searching buffers within the host for desired values.

• Data may be accessed in an asynchronous mode. The conventional method of accessing
data only when a buffer is complete requires that the host buffer access be
synchronized with the input data.

• Multiple users may access data independently and immediately.

The CVT is utilized by the host for plots of data against time, data against data,
alphanumeric values, limit checking, slope checking, and gathering of standard deviation
data.

The format for each output port is shown in Table II.

TABLE II. OUTPUT PORT FORMATS
ENR MODEL 715

PORT FORMAT

PORT 1 - DATA, ID (Host memory
address determined by
Unibus data channel)

TAG-X
DATA-Xn
TAG-Y
DATA-Yn

PORT 2 - ARRAY (To host or array
processor)

TAG-Z
DATA-Z1
DATA-Z2
.
.
.
DATA-Zn

- (Alternate: same as Port 1) TAG-X
DATA-Xn
TAG-Y
DATA-Yn



PORT 3 - Current Values Table
(typical format) Host
address determined by
measurand number and data
channel.

NOTE

Data can be either integer or
floating point

DATA-Wn
MAX HIGH VALUE
ELAPSED TIME OUT OF LIMITS HIGH
MIN LOW VALUE
ELAPSED TIME OUT OF LIMITS LOW
MAX SLOPE VALUE
MINIMUM VALUE
MAXIMUM VALUE
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
CUMULATIVE SUM OF DATA
CUMULATIVE SUM OF DATA SQUARED

MICROCODE

The microcode which defines the algorithms is the heart of the Multiplex Processor. The
microcode may either reside in a PROM or may be developed in the host and down loaded
into read/write control stores. The following functions are combined in a series of
microcode steps to define an algorithm:

• Conditional statements
• Move to/from scratch pad to/from main memory
• Move from register to register
• Add
• Subtract
• Multiply
• Compare
• Exclusive OR
• OR
• AND
• Load output register
• Shift
• Float
• Unfloat
• Set/clear flags.
• Jump

Microcode field also defines whether words are integer, 2's complement, or floating point
values.



SPECIFIC ALGORITHMS

Whereas the microcode field defines the meaning of each algorithm, an algorithm field for
each measurand determines how it is to be processed. There are a maximum of 116
algorithms which can be performed on any measurand.

Some particular algorithms defined in the RDAPS system are as follows:

1) Periodic sampling. Every nth sample of a measurand is considered for processing.

2) Compression. Conventional data compression algorithms are performed on all
selected measurands.

3) Engineering units conversion. Data may be converted to engineering units with
either an nth order polonomial or a table lookup conversion. Table lookup consists
of locating values between a number of preselected data points and performing a
polynomial interpolation between the points.

4) Time. Time may be merged with data once per tenths of millisecond and/or once
per second. Minor (millisecond) time, is normally merged with data only when
there has been data passed to the host since the last time word. Major time,
consisting of seconds through days of year, is normally merged with data upon each
occurrence of the major time event.

5) CVT-Data. Raw or converted data are placed in a preassigned location in the CVT.

6) CVT-Upper Limit/Lower Limit. The minimum and maximum values occurring
during a run period are placed in CVT positions. In addition, the cumulative time
that the measurand is out of limits (resolution to 0.1 seconds) is placed in the CVT.

7) CVT-Slope. Each data point is checked against the last data value to determine of a
point-to-point slope exceeds a maximum allowable value. When the actual delta
exceeds the allowable value, the new delta value is placed in the CVT.

8) CVT-Standard Deviation. Standard deviation values, such as cumulative sum of X,
cumulative sum of X squared, number of data points, minimum value, and
maximum value are calculated and retained. Upon command from the host, these
values are dumped to specific locations in the CVT.

9) Array. Arrays are built for each desired measurand and are dumped to array
processor or to the host upon completion of a buffer of preassigned length.



10) Remember. The remember algorithm insures that associated measurements (e.g.
derived parameters) from the same time period are available to the host regardless
of the time separation in the format. Remember causes selected measurand values
to be retained until the last one is ready; all associated words are then dumped to
the CVT simultaneously.

11) Concatenated Words. Partial words may be assembled in the 715 and passed to the
host either with or without processing.

MIL 1553 MULTIPLEX DATA BUS PROCESSING

The Multiplex Processor is uniquely suited for mapping the message format of the MIL
1553 data into a measurand number similar to that of a conventional PCM frame oriented
format.

Command, Data, and Status words are mapped from the message position relationship into
a parameter ID. The word may then be processed identical to that of a PCM format. Thus
any algorithms may be performed on any word in the MIL 1553 format. The 1553 data is
normally accepted in a parallel form from a front end device; however, a serial input
directly from the MIL 1553 bus may be accepted as an option. The Multiplex Processor is
capable of processing all words from the data bus in real time or may accept higher rates in
a playback mode.

SUMMARY

The need for real time results with high data rates suggests the use of a preprocessor. The
EMR Model 715 Multiplex Processor provides the necessary link between format
synchronizers and a host computer. This link accepts data from multiple sources, and in
real time, performs high speed integer or DEC floating point calculations. Microcode,
which resides in PROM or writable control stores, provides system flexibility and greatly
reduces the host supporting software and hardware. By moving most real time functions
from the host to the Preprocessor, the host is available for real time displays and historical
records. Thus, the EMR Multiplex Processor provides the flexibility and expendability for
changes certain to come in tomorrow’s telemetry computer system.
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FIGURE 1.  RDAPS (US ARMY, EDWARDS AFB) SYSTEM

FIGURE 2.  EMR MODEL 715 MULTIPLEX PROCESSOR 



FIGURE 3


